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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Where the first book, The
Discovery, primarily presents the characters and the early history of the Q-LITHIUM phenomenon,
this book chronicles new adventures of the intrepid Q-LITHIUM team. Sean Henderson and his
beautiful partner and lover, Jill Cramer, continue their torrid romance. Surveys indicate a
previously unknown source of Q-LITHIUM located two miles deep in the Puerto Rico Atlantic trench.
The Q-Labs research ship, the Nantucket Explorer, discovers a white smoker emitting a very high
purity version of the element. Before any action can be taken, the ship is disintegrated by an
unknown weapon. Q-Labs mounts a new expedition to investigate the smoker. During collection of
samples, crawler tracks are noted around the smoker. Someone is pirating the Q-LITHIUM. The
Navy interdicts a small contingent of terrorists from a new organization attempting to install a
destructive device of some sort on the survey ship. The device proves to be a new type of weapon
made with Q-LITHIUM that literally disintegrates matter by disrupting the quantum level, mass-
creating Higgs field. Using this new weapon as a guide, Thorny Memorial Research...
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Extensive guide for ebook lovers. It generally does not cost excessive. Your way of life span will likely be convert the instant you complete looking at this
ebook.
-- Rocky Dach-- Rocky Dach

Certainly, this is the very best work by any author. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am just happy to inform you that this is
actually the greatest pdf i have got study inside my individual daily life and can be he very best publication for at any time.
-- Gilbert Rippin-- Gilbert Rippin
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